Preliminary steps before starting the experiment:
1) Click the Launch button to start the experiment.

2) Click OK to create a new session

3) Click the Screen Sharing option and click connect to establish the session

4) Click the VNC viewer button on the taskbar of the Windows 7 host that opens soon
after and enter 10.1.200.44 as the ip address of the VNC server. Click connect to
establish the session

5) Click Continue to connect to the kali box.

6) Gently hover over the center of the VNC viewer window to find the menu with options.
Click the Full Screen View button (fifth from the left) for a better experience.

7) This is how a full screen Kali box looks like.

Actual Experiment:
Network Discovery with Port Scanning

Learning Outcomes



Learn how an attacker uses port scanning to gather information that can be used later for an
attack.
Be able to discover what hosts are alive on a network and what services are running on them.

Port Scanning is the process of making connection attempts to another networked computing device in
order to gain information about what services are running on the machine.
The most common tool to perform this operation is called Nmap. Nmap, and its graphical counterpart
Zenmap, allow an individual to scan vast networks and to discover what machines are on the network
and what services are being offered.
More exactly, Nmap performs these functions by sending different types of requests, or probes, to the
target host and observes what data, if any, is sent back.
Ping Scan
When scanning a network, the first thing to do is to determine which hosts are “alive” on a network.
This process is known as host discovery.
Nmap has a vast amount of methods for performing host discovery. In this module, we will discuss
only one, the basic “ping” scan. As an example, to perform a ping scan against the network 10.0.0.1/24
(10.0.0.1-10.0.0.254), one would issue the following command:

nmap -sn 10.0.0.1/24
similarly, if you want to only target a single host, you could issue the following command:
nmap -sn host_ip_address
These scans should report back telling you whether they are up or not.
Your Turn
Use nmap to discover which hosts are alive on the corp, control center, and substation networks. Create
a list of IP addresses in a text file that are up on the networks.
corp: A.A.A.0/24
control center: B.B.B.0/24
substation: C.C.C.0/24
Where A.A.A is your corp network range, etc.
*You may ignore the host with IP address as A.A.A.254 (similarly, B.B.B.254 and C.C.C.254), it’s a
VM in ISERINK and not of as much interest. The number of hosts you should be able to find is 7.

Service Scan
After you have discovered which hosts are on the various networks of interest, we then want to
interrogate those machines with a deeper scan. This is where the nmap service scan comes into play.
To do a service scan against the IP addresses in a file called hosts, issue the following command:
nmap -iL hosts -sV
Your Turn
Now do the same for the list of IP addresses that you collected from the ping scan. Take note of key
services that are running on each host.
Extras
If you have extra time, try some of the other scan techniques shown in the nmap help.
Just type “nmap” with no arguments to list the help information.
Report
1) Note down the command you used and the corresponding information collected.

2) Analyze the information that you get and comment on what potential attacks could happen to
your fleet.
=========================================================================

Fig1. Overall topology for your reference.

